Window system

®

EuroFutur Elegance

offset design

Beautiful new

window world
Windows and doors are a part of your living space and
your totally individual living design. The decision about
the right window system should therefore be given your
careful attention.

Windows are amongst the most
demanding construction elements of a
house. Windows are more than just a
means to a purpose. They give life to a
facade and increase the material value of a
house. Windows are construction elements with the most design variety. We
provide you with everything you need for
your unmistakably individual windows: Any
possible window form and layout. Wide
colour range. Bars - applied or internal
between the insulating glazing. Elegant
handles. From standard glazing to special
glass to highly profiled glass, for example
for your bathroom or front door to keep out
unwanted eyes.

Our PVC profiles are stabilised with
environmentally-friendly calcium/zinc
instead of lead. This not only improves
environmental protection, it also improves
quality through every life phase of the
window - more resistant against weather,
more durable gloss finish, more purity
during recycling. Environmental protection
that pays off.

3 Elegant window design of curved

A plus in thermal insulation,
noise protection and safety
Even our standard design window systems
have excellent insulation and sound
protection properties. These values can be
improved even more with special thermal
or noise protection glazing. In addition to
the basis safety features of this window
system, a top level of security can be
achieved with regards to break-in
prevention with security hardware,
reinforced glass and locking handles.

lines with slender profile faces

3 Stable profile cross-section with
excellent statics for long window
durability

3 Integrating innovative designprotected steel reinforcement
expands the system into a
six-chamber design with superior
thermal insulation properties,
Uf value = 1.3 W/(m2K).

3 Easy care and never needs painting
3 Our PVC profiles are stabilised with
environmentally-friendly “greenline”
calcium/zinc instead of lead.

EuroFutur Elegance
Window system with
70 mm installation depth,
offset design with
grey seals.
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Windows emphasise the character of your house - from the
inside and outside

